Abstract -Using radar networking system (RNS) to track airspace target, the maneuvering target model is uncertain and the system is nonlinear. Constructed-parameter interacting mutiple model-unscented filter algorithm (IMM-UFA) proposed in this paper, by means of modeling initialization based on original points of flighting path, solves the problem of state estimation for tracking airspace target in RNS. The simulating verification demonstrates that constructed-parameter IMM-UFA proposed in this paper has high precision of state estimation and strong adaptability in tracking maneuvering target and good usability engineering.
Introduction
Radar networking system (RNS) [1] is indeed multi-source data fusion processing system. Its data sensors are radars allocated at different places according to optimal embattling principle. Interacting multiple model algorithm (IMMA) [2, 3] bases on filtering algorithm, with multi-model at core. KFA is a optimal estimation algorithm in linear Gaussian system [4, 5] . In RNS the observation data transmitted to fusion center is in form of rang, azimuth, and elevation angle (or altitude) in radar pole coordinate system. However, target state is estimated in fusion center rectangular coordinate system. As a result, the observation data has nonlinear relationship with state value. The nonlinear relation does not satisfy linear requirement of KFA application. Based on unscented transform(UT), UFA [6, 7] approximates the probability distribution of the nonlinear state/observation equation through particle collector (Sigma point set), which is deterministically chosen based on the principle of statistical convergence. UFA, formed through a combination of UT and linear minimum variance estimation algorithm. This paper intends to bind IMMA and UFA (IMM-UFA), which solve problem of airspace maneuvering target filtering estimation in RNS through analyzing the relevant parameter modeling.
Airspace Maneuvering Target State Linear Minimum Variance Estimation in RNS
Let X and Z be true state and detect data of airspace maneuvering target T at timestep k in RNS. The pairing state solution set of minimum variance estimation is [8] .
When X and Z were distributed Gaussian white noise, Calculating the state estimation and its covariance [8] (2) 
Statistics Characterization of Target State/Measurement
This paper use UT to obtain the required four statistical parameters for the linear minimum variance estimation in the process of airspace maneuvering target state estimation in RNS. According to the references [6, 7] , based on the scaled sampling, objective state σ point set and their corresponding weights at timestep k-1 are calculated as formula (4) and (5) below
Where
Modeling Target State Estimation based on Interacting Multiple Model-Unscented Filter in RNS
Based on property of RNS, this paper intends to use three models to construct interacting multiple model group, namely uniform constant velocity (CV) model, anticlockwise collaborative turn (ACT) model and clockwise collaborative turn (CCT) model.
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Modeling state/observation
Assuming state and measurement noises are additive white Gaussian noise, the state and measurement equations for IMM-UFA are as formula (7) and (8) below.
be covariance of that instigated white noise.
Modeling interactive input
When IMM-UFA is used to for target state estimate in RNS, it is needed to recalculate the initial state and covariance estimation for each model.
Where r is the number of models in model group. is model mixture probability. Calculating  be the first and second measurement points of target initial track (denoted as 1 and 2 track point), which are coordinate transformation measured value of airspace maneuvering target in fusion center inertial coordinate system (referred to transformation measured value). Therefore, based on measurement of the first two points, the initial state estimation is as the formula (12) below. 
Modeling state prediction
Generating predicted σ point set and state prediction statistics.
Modeling observation prediction
Generate the predictive σ point set, observation σ point set, the statistics of observation σ point set and state prediction cross-covariance matrix.
Modeling state estimation
Based on the linear minimum covariance estimation as equation (1) shown, calculating state estimation j k X and its covariance matrix
Modeling model probability
Based on Bayes rule, model probability can be expressed as formula (26) below.
is the selection probability of prediction model j at timestep k-1 (prediction model probability ).
Modeling interactive state estimation output
The final state estimation of the target is based on the probability-weighted output of all members.
(30) (31)
Simulation Verification and Conclusion Analysis
In order to verify the effectiveness and practicality of the algorithm above, we use the software simulation method to test. Simulation scenario is as follows: two networked radars (radar 1 and radar 2); scanning period of them is 10 seconds; position of radar 1 is T ; rang, azimuth, and pith angle measurement accuracy of radar 2 is 100m, 0.2 , and 0.1 ; position of FCRNS is [117 30 20] T ; To short-cut calculation, let detecting time interval between two radars is always 5s in simulation. There are 300 detect point marks in all, detecting one sampling point at every 5s. Model group includes CV, ACT and CCT model. First, the target motions in CV model at speed of 200m/s for 500s. Second, the target motions in ACT model at angular velocity of 0.007rad/s for 500s. Third, the target motions in CCT model at angular velocity of -0.007rad/s for 500s. Entire flight altitude is 6000m. Figure 1 shows simulation scenarios of two networked radars. Figure 2 and 3 shows errors of IMM-UFA position estimation of 100 simulation. According to figure 2 and 3, initialization strategy proposed in this paper has good astringency when it is used in IMM-UFA, creating no initial large fluctuations. Because of measurement noise of NR, measurement points have large fluctuations when compared with true points. Estimation points of constructed-parameter IMM-UFA proposed in this paper can well approximate true points, with small estimation error. But in the maneuver corner, the estimation errors have some ups and downs. A few frames later, the estimation stabilizes. Figure 4 shows changes of model probability in each stage of target motion. It can be seen that IMM-UFA can adaptively approximate true motion model. Simulation results show that the model in IMM-UFA used in this paper is consistent with true maneuvering target model.
